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In this paper we discuss light neutrino dipole moments, computed in the neutrino-mass extended
standard model (SM), as a possible source for neutrino condensates which may cause cosmological
constant observed today.
PACS numbers: 11.10.Nx, 12.60.Cn, 13.15.tg
In this paper we propose light neutrino long range
dipole-dipole forces arising from dipole moments, com-
puted in the neutrino-mass extended standard model
(SM), as a possible source for neutrino condensates.
These condensates will cause acceleration through the
associated cosmological constant provided the vacuum
pressure is dominant and negative [1]. The computa-
tion depends on the nature of the neutrinos, however, we
first discuss the consequences of the neutrino-photon in-
teraction with characteristic electromagnetic properties
of Majorana neutrinos: the transition dipole moments
[2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. These minuscule transition dipole moments
are sensitive probes of fluctuations at scales as small as
10−35 cm [7], as seen through electromagnetic interac-
tions at long range. This can also shed more light on the
expansion of the universe and the cosmological constant
problem [1].
The transition matrix elements relevant for νi −→
νj ; i 6= j in neutrino mass extended standard model
for Majorana neutrinos are given in [2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. The
photon-neutrino effective vertex is basicaly determined
from the νi −→ νj γ transition, which is generated
through electroweak processes that arise from one-loop
diagrams via the exchange of ℓ = e, µ, τ leptons and weak
bosons, and is given by
Jeffµ ǫ
µ(q) =
{
F1(q
2)ν¯j(p
′)L (γµq
2 − qµ 6q) νi(p)L
− iF2(q2)
[
mνj ν¯j(p
′)R σµν q
ννi(p)L
+ mνi ν¯j(p
′)L σµν q
ννi(p)R]} ǫµ(q). (1)
The above effective interaction is invariant under elec-
tromagnetic gauge transformations. The first term in (1)
vanishes for real photon due to the electromagnetic gauge
condition.
The general decomposition of the F2 term of the tran-
sition matrix element T [A,B] obtained from (1), leads to
the well known expression for the electric and magnetic
dipole moments
delji =
−e
M∗2
(
mνi −mνj
)∑
k=e,µ,τ
U†jkUkiF2(
m2ℓk
m2W
), (2)
µji =
−e
M∗2
(
mνi +mνj
)∑
k=e,µ,τ
U†jkUkiF2(
m2ℓk
m2W
), (3)
where i, j = 1, 2, 3 denotes neutrino species, and
F2(
m2ℓk
m2W
) ≃ −3
2
+
3
4
m2ℓk
m2W
,
m2ℓk
m2W
≪ 1, (4)
was obtained after the loop integration. In Eqs. (2) and
(3) M∗ = 4π v = 3.1 TeV, where v = (
√
2GF )
−1/2 =
246 GeV represents the vacuum expectation value of the
scalar Higgs field [7].
Note that in the case of a mass degenerate pair the
electric dipole moment vanishes, while the magnetic one
is dominated by the first term in (4). In the case of off-
diagonal transition moments, the first term in (4) van-
ishes in the summation over leptons due to the orthogo-
nality condition of the neutrino mixing matrix U [8] (GIM
cancellation).
The mixing matrix U is governing the decomposition of
a coherently produced left-handed neutrino ν˜L,ℓ associ-
ated with charged-lepton-flavor ℓ = e, µ, τ into the mass
eigenstates νL,i:
|ν˜L,ℓ; ~p 〉 =
∑
i
Uℓi|νL,i; ~p,mi 〉, (5)
The characterizing feature of Majorana neutrinos (i.e.
4-component notation the Hermitian, neutrino-flavor an-
tisymmetric, electric and magnetic dipole operators), i.e.
fields that do not distinguish particle from anti-particle
(ψi = ψ
c
i ), producing a transition matrix element T[A,B]
which is a complex antisymmetric quantity in lepton-
flavor space:
Tji = −iǫµν¯j [(Aji −Aij)− (Bji −Bij)γ5]σµνqννi
= −iǫµν¯j [2iℑAji − 2ℜBjiγ5]σµνqννi , (6)
i.e. antisymmetric with respect to neutrino mass eigen-
states. From this equation it is explicitly clear that for
i = j, delνi = µνi = 0. Also, considering transition mo-
ments, only one of two terms in (6) is non-vanishing if
the interaction respects CP invariance: The first term
vanishes if the relative CP of νi and νj is even, and the
2second term vanishes if it is odd [5]. Dipole moments
describing the transition from Majorana neutrino mass
eigenstate-flavor νj to νi in the mass extended standard
model are:
delνjνi =
3 i e
2M∗2
(
mνi −mνj
) ∑
k=e,µ,τ
m2ℓk
m2W
ℜ(U†jkUki), (7)
µνjνi =
3 i e
2M∗2
(
mνi +mνj
) ∑
k=e,µ,τ
m2ℓk
m2W
ℑ(U†jkUki) , (8)
where the neutrino-flavor mixing matrix U is approxima-
tively unitary, i.e it is necessarily of the following form
[7]
3∑
i=1
U†jkUki = δji − εji, (9)
where ε is a hermitian nonnegative matrix (i.e. with all
eigenvalues nonnegative) and
|ε| =
√
Tr ε2 = O (mνlight/mνheavy) ∼ 10−22 to 10−21.
(10)
It is important to note that the first term δji from (9) in
our case does not contribute, and that the case |ε| = 0 is
excluded by the very existence of oscillation effects.
The transition dipole moments in general receive very
small contributions because of the smallness of the neu-
trino mass, |mν | ≃ 10−2 eV [9]. The largest contribution
among them is proportional to ℜ and ℑ parts of U†3τUτ2,
which corresponds to the 2→ 3 transition. For the sum
and difference of neutrino masses we assume hierarchical
structure and take |m3+m2| ≃ |m3−m2| ≃ |∆m232|1/2 =
0.05 eV [9]. For the mixing matrix elements [8] we set
|ℜ(U†3τUτ2)| ≃ |ℑ(U†3τUτ2)| ≤ 0.5.
The electric and magnetic transition dipole moments
of neutrinos delν2ν3 and µν2ν3 are then denoted as
(
delmag
)
23
and are given by
∣∣∣(delmag)23
∣∣∣ = 3e
2M∗2
m2τ
m2W
√
|∆m232|
(|ℜ(U†3τUτ2)|
|ℑ(U†3τUτ2)|
)
,
<∼ 2.03× 10−30[e/eV] = 0.38× 10−34 [e cm],
= 2.07× 10−24 µB. (11)
Note that neutrino mass extended standard model, as
a consequence of loops (4), produces four orders of mag-
nitude higher moments for a Dirac neutrino versus Ma-
jorana neutrino (11), due to an (m2ℓ/m
2
W )-suppression of
Majorana moments relative to the Dirac ones [10].
Also note that electric transition dipole moments of
light neutrinos are smaller than the ones of the d-quark.
This is the order of magnitude of light neutrino transi-
tion dipole moments underlying the see–saw mechanism
[11]. It is by orders of magnitude smaller than in lepton
flavor unprotected SUSY models. See properties of neu-
trinos with respect to models which contain flavor mix-
ing, the mass spectrum, dipole moments, electroweak ra-
dius, ect. including additional contributions arising from
SUSY GUT’s, extra dimensions, non-commutativity of
space-time, etc., in [2, 12] and refs quoted therein. Of
course rigorously established experimental bounds on the
dipole moments of neutrinos are by orders of magnitude
weaker than implied by our hypotheses (11). The prop-
erties of astrophysical neutrinos can be found in the fol-
lowing references [2, 13].
Up to this point our presentation is fully relativistic
but valid only for not too large momenta as appropriate
for the long range approximation adopted.
The non-relativistic components of electric and mag-
netic fields, whose coefficients are our electric and mag-
netic dipole moments, are
Ej(~d|0) = 1
4π
dk ∂k ∂j
1
r
, (12)
Bj(~µ|0) = 1
4π
µk [∂k ∂j − δkj ∆] 1
r
, (13)
For dipole ”~d” at position ”0” determined with position
vector ~x0 we have the following fields at point ~x:
~E(~d|0) = 1
4π
(
3~e(~e~d)− ~d
) 1
r3
− 1
3
~dδ3(~x− ~x0) , (14)
~B(~µ|0) = 1
4π
(
3~e(~e~µ)− ~µ
) 1
r3
+
2
3
~µδ3(~x− ~x0) . (15)
r = |~x − ~x0|, ~e = (~x − ~x0) /r, ∂n = ∂/∂xn .
For neutrinos in the non-relativistic equal dipole-dipole
approximations they are of the form represented by her-
mitian operators whose matrix elements are given in Eqs
(2,3,6,7,8).
Restricting to equal dipole-dipole interactions only in
the case of transition 1 → 2 we define relative distance
vector as ~e = (~x − ~x′)/r where ~x and ~x′ are position
vectors of dipole 1 and 2 respectively, and obtain well
known dipole-dipole potential
V (d , d′) = − 1
4π
(
3(~d~e)(~d′ ~e) − (~d ~d′)
) 1
r3
+
1
3
(~d ~d′) δ3 (~x′ − ~x), (16)
V (µ , µ′) = − 1
4π
(
3(~µ~e)(~µ′ ~e) − (~µ ~µ′)
) 1
r3
− 2
3
(~µ ~µ′) δ3 (~x′ − ~x). (17)
The discussed above dipole moments give rise to electric
and magnetic long range dipole-dipole forces, which are
the only ones in the non-relativistic setting. Hence only
the nonlocal terms in the potentials V (d , d′ ) , V (µ , µ′)
are of concern to us here.
Note that by introducing the gravitational potential
for any neutrino pair
Vgravity = −GN δj1i1 δj2i2
mνi1 mνi2
| r | , i1 < i2 . (18)
3and equating the generic absolute values of gravitational
and dipole-dipole potentials, (17) and (18), at r = R 6= 0,
together with Eq. (11), we obtain the interesting char-
acteristic distance
R =
√
αem
mνi2 mνi3
∣∣∣∣∣
(
delmag
)
23
e
MPl
∣∣∣∣∣ ,
=
√
αem
500
× 0.38× 10−34
(
1cm
LPl
)
× 0.0197 [cm] ,
= 1.77× 10−6 [cm] , (19)
where the above unique long-range potentials are com-
parable.
We assume that light neutrino condensates, due to neu-
trino transition dipole moments interaction energy, are
also responsible for formation of dark energy. To esti-
mate the dark energy density due to ν-dipole potentials,
ρνDED, we first find the absolute value of the caracteristic
energy due to dipole-dipole interaction < ǫν >vac:
< ǫν >vac ≃
| ∫ d3r V |
v
=
1
v
∣∣∣2
3
Nν∑
i,j=1
~µi~µj
∣∣∣ , (20)
where v is an intrinsic volume and Nν is number neutrino
pairs. Next we define |µ|2 as caracteristic measure of
quadratic dipole strenght:
|µ|2 =
∣∣∣2
3
Nν∑
i,j=1
~µi~µj
∣∣∣ , (21)
and then the dark energy density due to ν-dipoles is
ρνDED =
< ǫν >vac
v
=
( |µ|
v
)2
. (22)
This is maximal for the case for µ × µ′ = µ21 × µ12 =
−(µ12)2 = |µ12|2 ≃ |µ|2, etc. Namely in the two neutrino
channel (both spins, i.e. ν and/or ν¯) the dipole-dipole in-
teractions do not change the total energy ∼ m1 +m2,
provided that the pair is composed of two different mass-
flavors, i.e. 1 6= 2 (in the s-channel). Antisymmet-
ric type of interactions just changes the flavor ordering
ν1,m1ν2,m2 → ν2,m2ν1,m1 , (i.e. m1 ←→ m2 at fixed
1, 2). This gives the overall contribution, for dij → d12
with ij mass-eigenstate-flavors, which is, for example,
d × d′ = d21 × d12 = −(d12)2 = |d12|2 because of the
factor i2 coming from −(d12)2. Thus the attraction or
repulsion is within one mass-pair-channel and thus fully
active without changing the mass of the pair provided of
course the mass-flavors in the pair are distinct.
In this way identifing, by hypotesis, (22) with the mea-
sured dark energy density today ρDED we have found:
v =
( |µ|2
ρDED
)1/2
=
4π
3
R3ν ,
Rν =
( 9
16π2
|µ|2
ρDED
)1/6
, (23)
where Rν is linear size of intrinsic volume v.
If we choose for |µ| the value of the dipole moments
in Eq. (11) and from observation ρDED = (2.3 meV)
4 ×
h2
0.5 , with h = 0.73 being present day normalized Hubble
constant [14] we obtain:
Rν = 0.84× 10−13cm ≃ (200MeV)−1 . (24)
Note that R−1ν ≃ 200 MeV relates intrinsic volume v to
a cosmological period corresponding to T ∼ R−1ν which
represents a distant past of cosmological evolution.
From (19) and (24) it follows Rν ≪ R which is con-
sistent with the dipole moment interaction dominating
gravitational ones.
The elementary 4-neutrino interaction energy den-
sity is obviously very small, but it has a collective
(number of neutrinos)2 growth. In addition it defi-
nitely will have, for arbitrary moments otherwise, an at-
tractive sub-channel, depending on neutrino spins. The
attraction will generate condensation phenomena, i.e.
neutrino-condensates, by the Fermi-criterion, and since
gravity is always attractive those two facts together lead
to neutrino condensation phenomena relative to a free
fermion gas.
Here we only consider condensates giving rise to a
cosmological term or equivalently to vacuum energy-
density. Assuming nonvanishing neutrino condensates
due to dipole and gravitational long range interactions
giving rise to a cosmological term, (and/or to vacuum
energy density and pressure), i.e. not canceled by a read-
justment of gravitational effects, it follows that these con-
densates are a specific source of dark energy. The conden-
sate will correspond eventually to some ’vacuum-energy
density’ and may not be canceled as all other larger con-
densates, e.g. of QCD, electroweak [15], etc.
The condensate will then alter the neutrino energy-
momentum dependence as compared with free massive
neutrino motion and thus the mean energy density in
neutrinos will be larger for a given thermal ensemble
and the same temperature. This temperature is approxi-
mately 2◦K today in ’the universe’ and it corresponds to
ν-number density nν0 , i.e. nν0 ≃ 300 free neutrinos per
cm3 at present.
From known cosmological parameters we have dark
energy density today, while energy density of free light
neutrinos (above vacuum), at temperature 2◦K and as-
suming neutrino mean mass mν ≃ 20 meV, is ρED =
(0.4634 meV)4. Ratio of those two facts
(dark energy density)
(ν − number density) × (ν −meanmass) ,
produces an interesting experimental number:
ρDED
ρED
= (
2.3369
0.4634
)4 = 5.0434 ≃ 647. (25)
4Neutrino mean mass of 20 meV was used due to the as-
sumption of normal neutrino family hierarchy. Of course
this number is larger in the case of inverted hierarchy.
If our analysis can overcome the factor 647 and further-
more, since we are comparing two very different types of
energy densities, this could be transfered to neutrino con-
densates.
The experimental ratio in Eq. (25) has no direct bear-
ing on the size of the neutrino condensates, which repre-
sent vacuum energy density. It is used only here in order
to emphasize that we cannot exclude the possibility that
the sum of neutrino condensates equals the observed dark
energy density ρDED in value (2.34 meV)
4 and sign (pos-
itive), causing acceleration of the universe expansion to-
day (and tomorrow) and beeing de Sitter-like. Our entire
approach also ilustrates the sign of dark energy density
which is inconsistent with stability in the framework of
local field theory in uncurved space-time.
This could be related to another inconsistency arising
from large, but finite, lifetimes of not only light neutrions
and ’baryons’. Our estimate of unstable neutrino lifetime
from the decay rate in the neutrino-mass extended stan-
dard model (SM)
Γ(νh → νℓ γ) =
m5νh
16π
(GF√
2
e
4π2
U†UF2
)2
≃ 1.6× 10−63meV , (26)
gives
τνh ≃ 4× 1051 s . (27)
This value was obtained from ν-dipole moment interac-
tion (1)-(11) with neutrino mass: mνh = 50 meV.
It is interesting to notice that due to the sign of (20-
22), the total energy density, ρ, of relic neutrinos,
ρ = mνnν − ρνDED(= n2ν |µ|2) , (28)
may have an extremum during the cosmological evolu-
tion. Namely nν = nν0 a
−3, with a being the scale factor
of the universe. This, in turn, may entail consequences
for an accelerating phase of the expansion of the universe,
since near extremum aext, the EOS for relic neutrino gas,
wν + 1 = −1
3
∂
∂(log a)
(log ρ) = −1
3
a
ρ
dρ
da
, (29)
switches to ≈ −1 . Indeed, from (28) we find
aext =
(2nν0 |µ|2
mν
)1/3
. (30)
If we are to explore effects for a late-time accelerating
phase, then we should set aext ∼ 1. However, even
for magnetic moments as large as 10−10µB , the neutrino
mass would be hopelessly tiny to induce any observable
effect on present acceleration of the universe.
As a way out of the above inconsistency one can recall
a recent model proposed by Fardon, Nelson and Weiner
(FNW) [16] and developed later by Kaplan, Nelson and
Weiner [17], and Peccei [18], in which relic neutrinos are
tied together with the sector of ‘standard’ dark energy
(represented by a canonically normalized scalar field).
The model is very appealing with regard to the ‘cosmic
coincidence problem’ [19], since from the known behav-
ior of dark matter, ordinary matter and radiation one
finds that any reasonable tracking of these components
by dark energy always goes at the expense of the late
time transition of its equation of state, thus creating a
new problem called the ”why now?” problem. On the
other hand, if relic neutrinos can be kept tightly cou-
pled to the original dark energy fluid for most of the
history of the universe, the near coincidence at present,
ρΛ ∼ ρν , will cease to be perceptive as a coincidence at
all. This was possible if the mass of the neutrino was pro-
moted to a dynamical quantity, being a function of the
acceleron field (canonically normalized scalar field similar
to quintessence). The main feature of the scenario [16]
is that although the number density of neutrinos dilutes
canonically (∼ a−3), the masses of neutrinos change al-
most inversely (∼ a−3w), thereby promoting their energy
density to an almost undilutable substance. Hence relic
neutrinos become tightly coupled to the original dark en-
ergy fluid.
In addition, by applying the FNW scenario to our
model, in which the energy density for relic neutrinos is
supplemented with a term due to nonvanishing electro-
magnetic moments, we can draw some conclusions about
intrinsic properties of neutrinos if also |µ| is considered
as a dynamical field (some function of mν). In this case
one can show that in the FNW scenario the EOS for the
coupled dark energy fluid obeys
w + 1 =
mνnν − 2m2ν |µ|2
ρtotaldark
. (31)
Since the neutrino contribution gives only a small frac-
tion of the total energy density, we have w ≃ −1, in ac-
cordance with what cosmological data imply. Also, the
data imply very slow variation of w with a, which, taken
in a literal sense, means that both terms in the numer-
ator of (31) should scale as ρtotaldark ∼ a−3(1+w). This
entails, mν ∼ a−3w, |µ|2 ∼ a−3(1−w). It is interesting
to note that although the scaling of mν and |µ| with a
are formally different, they become the same in the limit
w → −1. This complies with the prediction of the mini-
mally extended SM |µ|R ∼ |µ|, where to each generation
of fermions of the SM a right-handed neutrino field is
added, in contrast with more complicated models where
the neutrino magnetic moment is disentangled from the
neutrino mass.
In conclusion, we have considered the cosmologi-
cal consequences of long-range interactions in a non-
relativistic setting and arising from various electromag-
5netic form factors of a neutrino. We have emphasised
the possibility that the responsible interaction itself has
an attractive channel, leading neutrino condensation phe-
nomena to occur. This would entail a sort of dark energy,
responsible for the late-time acceleration in the expansion
of the universe. In addition, the energy density due to
neutrino electromagnetic moments, when superimposed
on the standard contribution of a neutrino background,
may be responsible for acceleration phases during the
history of the universe. When implemented in a recently
suggested dark energy scenario with mass varying neu-
trinos, the electromagnetic neutrino interaction may also
shed some light on intrinsic neutrino properties.
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